In this work, we conduct a study on the properties of single-Λ hypernuclei in the relativistic mean-field theory with the parameter set FSU, where the isoscalar-isovector coupling has been included to soften the symmetry energy. In our model, a tensor coupling between ω and Λ is employed, which is found to be essential in obtaining the small spin-orbit interaction in single-Λ hypernuclei. Our calculated values of Λ single-particle energies are in good agreement with the known experimental data. As a comparison to other existing parameter sets, calculations are also carried out by using parameterizaions such as NL3 and NL3
Introduction
The Relativistic Mean-Field Theory (RMF) has been widely used to study the properties of finite nuclei and nuclear matter and it has achieved great success [1, 2, 3, 4] . With several parameters, the RMF theory gives good description of the properties of nuclei, such as binding energy, rms radii, and single-particle energy levels. It can also be used to investigate the properties of Λ hypernuclei as well as multi-lambda hypernuclei [5] .
Since there exist only a few experimental data for hyperon-nucleon (YN) and hyperonhyperon (YY) interactions, the study of hypernuclei provides important information on the YN and YY interactions. In fact, exploring the nuclear systems with strangeness has long attracted lots of attentions and theoretical progresses have been made over the past years [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . On the experimental side, the recent observation of an antimatter hypernucleus 3 ΛH in relativistic heavy-ion collisions by STAR Collaboration [11] has aroused much interest. Besides its astrophysical and cosmological implications, strange nuclear physics is indeed an attractive topic by itself.
We know that baryons interact via the exchange of mesons in the RMF framework. In Λ hypernuclei, the baryons include nucleons and Λ hyperons. For the nucleonic sector, we will make use of the parameter set FSU, which was proposed by Todd-Rutel and Piekarewicz in 2005. The parameter set NL3 [12, 13] and recently the improved version NL3
* [14] are considered to be very successful for finite nuclei. For comparison purpose, calculations will also be carried out using these parameterizations. The FSU parameter set predicts a compression modulus for symmetric nuclear matter of K = 230 MeV and a neutron skin in 208 Pb with a thickness of R n − R p = 0.21 fm [15] , while the thickness of neutron skin in 208 Pb was estimated to be 0.28 fm by the NL3 [12, 16] . The additional isoscalar-isovector coupling (Λ v ) term in FSU is introduced to soften the symmetry energy at high densities [15] . The validity of parameter set FSU has been examined by calculating the properties of nuclear matter, finite nuclei in some previous works [17, 18] , and our aim in this work is to use the parameter set FSU as well as the NL3 and the NL3 * to study the properties of single-Λ hypernuclei. It is widely believed that the spin-orbit splitting in Λ hypernuclei is quite small. The tensor coupling between ω and Λ acts as a spin-orbit interaction, and has an important impact on the spin-orbit splitting of hyperons, as observed by Jennings [19] . Following this line of thought, in our calculation we evaluate the effective potenials of hyperon in hypernuclei, particularly the spin-orbit potentials, in order to study the effect of the tensor coupling on the spin-orbit splitting of Λ hyperon in hypernuclei.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2, we outline the theoretical framework of Λ hypernuclei in RMF theory, where tensor coupling is introduced in addition to the FSU parameter set. The model parameters and numerical results are presented and discussed in Sec. 3. A summary is given in Sec. 4.
Formulas of the RMF model with hyperon
In the RMF theory, the nuclear interaction is usually described by the exchange of three mesons: the isoscalar meson σ, the isoscalar-vector meson ω, and the isovector-vector meson ρ. There exists electromagnetic interaction between protons in nuclei, so the photon A is included. The baryons involved in the present work are nucleons and Λ hyperon. The Λ hyperon is a charge neutral and isoscalar particle so that it does not couple to isovector-vector ρ and photon A. The effective Lagrangian density is in the following form:
where the effective mass for the Λ hyperon and nucleon are defined as:
The strength tensors of the vector mesons and electromagnetic field are defined as:
The selfinteracting terms of σ, ω mesons and the isoscalar-isovector intertaction one are taken as:
Here, the isoscalar meson self-interactions (via κ, λ, and ζ ) are necessary for the appropriate equation of state of symmetric nuclear matter [12, 20] . The new additional isoscalar-isovector coupling (Λ v ) term is used to modify the density dependence of the symmetry energy and the neutron skin thicknesses of heavy nuclei [15, 17] . The ψ and ψ Λ are the Dirac spinors for nucleons and Λ hyperon. Using the mean-field approximation, the Dirac equations for nucleons and Λ hyperon have the following form:
The Klein-Gordon equations for the mesons and photon can be written as
where
and ρ p (r) are the scalar, vector, tensor, third component of isovector, and proton densities, respectively. Eqs. (3) and (4) can be self-consistently solved by iteration. We focus our study on the spherical case, and use the BCS theory to calculate the pairing contribution for open shell nuclei. The detail of the solution can be easily found in the literatures [1, 21] , and it is not reiterated here. 
Numerical results and discussion
In our calculation, we use the parameter sets NL3, NL3 * and FSU [15, 22] for the parameters of the nucleonic sector, whose are tabulated in table 1. At first, we define the ratios of the meson-hyperon couplings to the meson-nucleon couplings, R σ = g Λ σ /g σ and R ω = g Λ ω /g ω . We take the naive quark model value for the relative ω coupling as R ω = 2/3 [23, 24] . To reproduce the experimental Λ binding energies of single-Λ hypernuclei, we adopt the relative σ coupling as R σ = 0.619 for the FSU, R σ = 0.620 for the NL3 * and R σ = 0.621 for the NL3 parameter set. We take the experimental nucleon mass as M N = 939 MeV and lambda hyperon mass as M Λ = 1116 MeV, respectively. In the present calculation, we adopt the quark model value of the tensor coupling, f
. The center-of-mass correction to the binding energy is given as
× 41A −1/3 MeV. The Λ binding energy is a very important quantity for the investigation of the properties of Λ hypernuclei. We first calculate the Λ single-particle energies for some typical spherical hypernuclei. The results are shown in table 2. By putting the Λ particle either in the 1s 1/2 orbit or in one of the other orbits, we can get the corresponding Λ single-particle energy. One can easily see from table 2 that the Λ binding energies in our calculation are in good agreement with the experimental value and the parameter set FSU is as good as those of NL3 and NL3
* for the binding energies of the Λ hypernuclei. We also find that when the nuclear number increases, the Λ binding energy in Λ hypernuclei for 1s 1/2 state becomes smaller, and finally approaches the binding energy for Λ bounded in nuclear matter with ǫ Λ = −28 MeV [18, 28] .
The small spin-orbit splittings of Λ hyperon are also obtained in our calculation. As usually undertood, the spin-orbit splitting of the p orbit is quite small, -0.8 MeV * and FSU, which is consistent with the results in Ref. [26] . As a comparison, we also calculate the Λ binding energies without tensor coupling between ω and Λ, where the result of δ Λ of 1p orbit for * , FSU) show the same phenomena. This can be understood as a result of the presence of tensor coupling. As one can see from table 2 that the spin-orbit splitting of 1d level of Λ hyperon reduces as the nuclear number increases. As a consequence, the energy level of the Λ orbit 1d 3/2 is pulled down, and the difference of energy levels between 2s 1/2 and 1d 3/2 switches its sign.
We know that the spin-orbit interaction of baryons contain contributions from the tensor potential and the derivative of the sum of the scalar and vector potentials. By recasting the Dirac equation in Schrödinger equivalent form, we can obtain the spin-orbit potential of Λ hyperon V Λ ls l · s, with [29] .
The scalar and vector potentials of the Λ hyperon for Λ Pb. The solid curves are the total spin-orbit potentials for a proton and a Λ. The dotted, dash-dotted and dashed ones are those for a Λ produced by the tensor, vector and scalar potentials, respectively. All cases are for the 1s 1/2 Λ state. The using parameter set is FSU.
by Ma et al. [30] . Additionally, the scalar and vector potentials near the center of the hypernuclei in 1p 3/2 Λ state is smaller than those in 1s 1/2 Λ state, which cause the root-mean-square (rms) radius of the Λ (r Λ ) in 1p 3/2 state become bigger than in 1s 1/2 state.
The spin-orbit potentials for Fig.2 , where dashdotted, dashed, dotted curves are produced by first, second and third terms in Eq. (5), respectively. From Fig.2 , we can see that the tensor potentials is comparable in magnitude with scalar and vector potentials, however, it has a negative sign. As a result, the spin-orbit term for Λ became very small. It is also seen from Fig.2 that the spin-orbit splitting of proton in
16
Λ O is much bigger than that in 208 Λ Pb. For example, In table 3, we list the calculated binding energy per baryon E/A (MeV), rms charge radius r c , and rms radii of the Λ, the neutron and proton distributions (r Λ , r n , r p , respectively), for the 1s 1/2 and 1p 3/2 Λ configurations. As a comparison, we also give these quantities for normal finite nuclei.
It is seen that the Λ hyperon has a weak influence on the rms charge radius, and rms radii of the nucleon. In addition, the rms radius of the Λ in 1s 1/2 state tends to be bigger as the nuclear number increases. Regarding the effects of the Λ on the core nucleons, we also show in Fig.3 Fig.4 . We see that the effective masses in these hypernuclei behave in a similar manner as the distance r from the center of each nucleus increases [31] , and with increasing nuclear number, the Λ hyperon density near the center of the hypernuclei becomes smaller. This is mainly because that the rms radius of the Λ in 1s 1/2 state becomes bigger as the nuclear number increases.
summary
In the present work, the properties of some typical spherical hypernuclei have been systemically investigated in the RMF model with FSU parameter set as well as the NL3 and NL3
* ones. We discussed the influence of the tensor coupling between ω and Λ on the single-Λ hypernuclei. In our calculation, we obtained that the δ Λ of 1p orbit for 16 Λ O is -0.23 MeV with the presence of tensor coupling, in contrast to the calculated value of -1.41 MeV when tensor coupling is switched off. From the calculation, we find that the tensor potential is comparable in magnitude with scalar and vector potentials for the Λ hyperon in Λ hypernuclei, but it has a negative sign, which causes the spinorbit term for Λ to be very small. It is also shown that the tensor coupling leads to the inversion of energy levels between some states (corresponding to the pseudospin doublets) for Λ hyperon. Our calculation also showed that the Λ hyperon has a weak influence on the rms charge radius, and rms radii of the nucleon density distribution. The Λ binding energies in single-Λ hypernuclei in our calculation are in good agreement with the available experimental data. So we can see that the parameter set FSU is as successful as the NL3 and NL3
* in reproducing the properties of single-Λ hypernuclei. 
